
Name Ms. Vidya Deshmukh

No. Question YES NO Comments

1 Do you find this product useful √

2

Are you sure and permanent of your above comment on this 

product after usage √
3 Any inconveience experienced in its usage  √
4 Is this a simple product to use √

5

Did you get all product information on how to use it 

alongwith the pack √
6 Will you recommend this product to someone else √

7

Besides yourself, whom do you think can benefit the most 

from this product  Patients and Sr. Citizens

8 Any comments for product improvement √ Will need to use it over a month to comment

9 Benefits from this product:  

 - I can drink enough water without worry anymore even 

when I'm out √
 - I can now use even an unclean toilet without any worry

√
 - I need not delay using any toilet if I use this product √
 - Without undressing my top wear, I can use this product 

comfortably √
 - I get relieved from mental and physical stress using this 

product √
10 Your comments to make this product spread globally It’s a very good feel. Ha!



Name Mrs. Mehta

No. Question YES NO Comments

1 Do you find this product useful √

2

Are you sure and permanent of your above comment 

on this product after usage √
3 Any inconveience experienced in its usage  √
4 Is this a simple product to use √

5

Did you get all product information on how to use it 

alongwith the pack √

6

Will you recommend this product to someone else

√

7

Besides yourself, whom do you think can benefit the 

most from this product  Sr. Citizens

8 Any comments for product improvement √  

9 Benefits from this product:  

 - I can drink enough water without worry anymore 

even when I'm out √
 - I can now use even an unclean toilet without any 

worry √
 - I need not delay using any toilet if I use this product

√
 - Without undressing my top wear, I can use this 

product comfortably √
 - I get relieved from mental and physical stress using 

this product √

10

Your comments to make this product spread globally

Nice product for women



Name Mrs. Bhamre

No. Question YES NO Comments

1 Do you find this product useful √

2

Are you sure and permanent of your above comment on this 

product after usage √
3 Any inconveience experienced in its usage  √
4 Is this a simple product to use √

5

Did you get all product information on how to use it alongwith 

the pack √
6 Will you recommend this product to someone else √

7

Besides yourself, whom do you think can benefit the most from 

this product  Patients and elderly woman

8 Any comments for product improvement √  

9 Benefits from this product:  

 - I can drink enough water without worry anymore even when 

I'm out √
 - I can now use even an unclean toilet without any worry √
 - I need not delay using any toilet if I use this product √
 - Without undressing my top wear, I can use this product 

comfortably √
 - I get relieved from mental and physical stress using this product

√
10 Your comments to make this product spread globally Very goodfeel



Name Mrs. Deepail Joshi

No. Question YES NO Comments

1 Do you find this product useful √

2

Are you sure and permanent of your above comment on 

this product after usage √
3 Any inconveience experienced in its usage  √
4 Is this a simple product to use √

5

Did you get all product information on how to use it 

alongwith the pack √
6 Will you recommend this product to someone else √

7

Besides yourself, whom do you think can benefit the most 

from this product  Patients and Sr. Citizen

8 Any comments for product improvement √ Cannot comment now

9 Benefits from this product:  

 - I can drink enough water without worry anymore even 

when I'm out √
 - I can now use even an unclean toilet without any worry

√
 - I need not delay using any toilet if I use this product

√
 - Without undressing my top wear, I can use this product 

comfortably √
 - I get relieved from mental and physical stress using this 

product √

10

Your comments to make this product spread globally

Very goodfeel for ladies



Name Mrs. Ketaki Upadhya

No. Question YES NO Comments

1 Do you find this product useful √

2

Are you sure and permanent of your above comment on this 

product after usage √
3 Any inconveience experienced in its usage  √
4 Is this a simple product to use √

5

Did you get all product information on how to use it 

alongwith the pack √
6 Will you recommend this product to someone else √

7

Besides yourself, whom do you think can benefit the most 

from this product  Woman and College girls

8 Any comments for product improvement √  

9 Benefits from this product:  

 - I can drink enough water without worry anymore even 

when I'm out √
 - I can now use even an unclean toilet without any worry

√
 - I need not delay using any toilet if I use this product √
 - Without undressing my top wear, I can use this product 

comfortably √
 - I get relieved from mental and physical stress using this 

product √
10 Your comments to make this product spread globally Very good product



Name Mrs. Gauri Nalawade

No. Question YES NO Comments

1 Do you find this product useful √

2

Are you sure and permanent of your above comment on 

this product after usage √
3 Any inconveience experienced in its usage  √
4 Is this a simple product to use √

5

Did you get all product information on how to use it 

alongwith the pack √
6 Will you recommend this product to someone else √

7

Besides yourself, whom do you think can benefit the most 

from this product  Working and elderly Woman

8 Any comments for product improvement √  

9 Benefits from this product:  

 - I can drink enough water without worry anymore even 

when I'm out √
 - I can now use even an unclean toilet without any worry

√
 - I need not delay using any toilet if I use this product

√
 - Without undressing my top wear, I can use this product 

comfortably √
 - I get relieved from mental and physical stress using this 

product √

10

Your comments to make this product spread globally

Nice product for Women



Name Mrs. Nia Potnis

No. Question YES NO Comments

1 Do you find this product useful √

2

Are you sure and permanent of your above comment on this product after 

usage √
3 Any inconveience experienced in its usage  √
4 Is this a simple product to use √

5

Did you get all product information on how to use it alongwith the pack

√
6 Will you recommend this product to someone else √

7

Besides yourself, whom do you think can benefit the most from this 

product   

8 Any comments for product improvement √  

9 Benefits from this product:  

 - I can drink enough water without worry anymore even when I'm out

√
 - I can now use even an unclean toilet without any worry √
 - I need not delay using any toilet if I use this product √
 - Without undressing my top wear, I can use this product comfortably

√
 - I get relieved from mental and physical stress using this product √

10 Your comments to make this product spread globally Very good product



Name Mrs. Supriya Patil

No. Question YES NO Comments

1 Do you find this product useful √

2

Are you sure and permanent of your above comment on this product after 

usage √
3 Any inconveience experienced in its usage  √
4 Is this a simple product to use √

5

Did you get all product information on how to use it alongwith the pack

√
6 Will you recommend this product to someone else √

7

Besides yourself, whom do you think can benefit the most from this product

 For Elderly Woman and College girls

8 Any comments for product improvement √  

9 Benefits from this product:  

 - I can drink enough water without worry anymore even when I'm out

√
 - I can now use even an unclean toilet without any worry √
 - I need not delay using any toilet if I use this product √
 - Without undressing my top wear, I can use this product comfortably

√
 - I get relieved from mental and physical stress using this product √

10 Your comments to make this product spread globally Nice product



Name Mrs. Sonali Potnis

No. Question YES NO Comments

1 Do you find this product useful √

2

Are you sure and permanent of your above comment on this product after 

usage √
3 Any inconveience experienced in its usage  √
4 Is this a simple product to use √

5

Did you get all product information on how to use it alongwith the pack

√
6 Will you recommend this product to someone else √

7

Besides yourself, whom do you think can benefit the most from this product

 Patients and people who are strained to sit down

8 Any comments for product improvement √ Can comment later

9 Benefits from this product:  

 - I can drink enough water without worry anymore even when I'm out

√
 - I can now use even an unclean toilet without any worry √
 - I need not delay using any toilet if I use this product √
 - Without undressing my top wear, I can use this product comfortably

√
 - I get relieved from mental and physical stress using this product √

10 Your comments to make this product spread globally Very good product for me


